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Abstract

In this note, equations for enstrophy and enstrophy advection are derived
in terms of well-known quantities, assuming horizontal frictionless flow on a
beta-plane. Specifically, enstrophy can be written in terms of the geopoten-
tial (or pressure), relative vorticity, zonal wind, and resultant deformation.
Enstrophy advection is shown to be related to the time evolution of deforma-
tion and ageostrophic relative vorticity. Based on previous research, these
terms may contribute to instability associated with atmospheric blocking
development and decay.
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1.1

Studies have shown that the onset and decay periods of blocking are2

characterized by flow instability, (Haines and Holland [4], Hansen and Sutera3

[5]). Moreover, recent work suggests that blocking regime transition can be4

detected by means of certain enstrophy based diagnostics, which may be used5

to assess the stability changes in the flow that lead to atmospheric blocking6

regime transition, (e.g. Dymnikov et al. [2]). In particular, Athar and Lupo7

[1], Jensen and Lupo [6, 7], Lupo et al. [11, 12] used changes in instability8

and instability maxima at block onset and decay to detect blocking regime9

transition with two related enstrophy based diagnostic quantities. However,10
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a sufficient physical explanation for the diagnostics introduced in Lupo et al.11

[11], Jensen and Lupo [6] was not given.12

The method employed here is to derive an equation for enstrophy to show13

that enstrophy (assuming frictionless flow on a beta-plane) can be written14

in terms of the geopotential (or pressure), relative vorticity, zonal wind, and15

resultant deformation. Furthermore, to emphasize the importance of the de-16

formation term in the equation, a phase relation and solution of the enstrophy17

equation in idealized situations are found. Next, to illustrate the correctness18

of the enstrophy equation, the terms in the equation are calculated from19

reanalysis data for a strong blocking event and their magnitudes are com-20

pared to determine their relative importance in the enstrophy budget. The21

resultant deformation was found to be largest in magnitude throughout the22

blocking event and thus to contribute most to the instability at block onset23

and decay. Finally, enstrophy advection can be shown to be equal to the time24

evolution of the deformation and the ageostrophic advection of ageostrophic25

vorticity; relationships between these two quantities are examined.26

The importance of this work is that based on previous research, the en-27

strophy diagnostics described below appear to introduce necessary conditions28

for blocking regime transition and the quantities that make up the equations29

derived below contribute to instability as described by the diagnostics. Since30

the diagnostics behave as expected for all events studied in past research31

(Athar and Lupo [1], Jensen and Lupo [6, 7], Lupo et al. [11, 12]), further32

investigation of these diagnostics appears to be justified.33

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the stability34

diagnostics to be used. In section 3 we present the equations and approximate35

solutions to offer physical explanations in idealized situations. Moreover, the36

terms in the enstrophy equation are calculated and the magnitudes compared.37

In section 4 we discuss our findings and summarize our conclusions.38

2. Diagnostics39

As demonstrated in Dymnikov et al. [2] and Jensen and Lupo [7], the sum40

of the finite-time Lyapunov exponents for the barotropic vorticity equation41

may be approximated by the integral of enstrophy, called IRE hereafter,42

where the integral is evaluated over an entire hemisphere, i.e.,43 ∑
λi>0

λi ≈
∫
ζ2dA,
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where λi are the finite-time Lyapunov exponents, ζ is the relative vorticity,44

and the integral is taken over the 500 hPa surface. In Athar and Lupo45

[1], Jensen and Lupo [6, 7], Lupo et al. [11, 12] these ideas were implemented46

to identify blocking regime transition by means of the following diagnostic47

quantities,48

IRE :=

∫
ζ2dA (1)

49

DIRE := −
∫

vh · ∇hζ
2dA = −

∫
∇h ·

(
vhζ

2
)

dA, (2)

where the DIRE is the derivative of the IRE assuming frictionless non-50

divergent barotropic flow on an f -plane. In these studies, the IRE was ob-51

served to increase to local maxima during the block development and decay52

stages, indicating a local instability maximum in the flow. The local maxima53

of the IRE at onset and decay of blocking are used as diagnostics of block-54

ing regime transition. The IRE has been used to examine blocking events55

in both hemispheres. From (2) and the divergence theorem, the DIRE can56

be thought of as the enstrophy flux across a boundary in the flow. Jensen57

and Lupo [6] showed that the DIRE is a useful diagnostic to detect blocking58

regime transition by using the sign of the integral to determine changes in in-59

stability. In Jensen and Lupo [6, 7] enstrophy advection changing signs from60

positive (increasing instability) to negative (decreasing instability) was used61

to as a diagnostic for the transition from blocked (unblocked) to unblocked62

(blocked) flow.63

While the IRE and DIRE do not unambiguously identify blocking, since64

they behave as described for all events studied in (Athar and Lupo [1], Jensen65

and Lupo [6], Lupo et al. [11, 12]), which include over three years of events,66

they appear to demonstrate a necessary behavior for block onset and decay.67

If the hypothesis of frictionless flow is dropped and we start with the68

barotropic vorticity equation in the form69

d

dt
ζ =

1

R
∇2
hζ,

where R is the Reynolds number, then70

d

dt

∫
ζ2dA = − 2

R

∫
(∇hζ)2 dA, (3)
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(see Pedlosky [13] chapter 4). The stability implied by (3) may hold at times71

between block onset and decay. For large Reynolds numbers on the other72

hand (as R −→ ∞) and if (∇ζ)2 stays bounded then (see (2)) the friction73

term may be ignored in the free atmosphere. This may apply especially at74

block onset and decay.75

3. Results76

3.1. Enstrophy Equation77

In this section we derive an equation for enstrophy to determine the phys-78

ical quantities that contribute to the instability at block onset and decay as79

indicated by the IRE (see (1)). To that end, by taking the divergence of the80

frictionless horizontal equations of motion81

dvh
dt

= −∇hφ− fk× vh,

it can be shown that82

∇2
hφ− fζ + βu = 2J(u, v), (4)

where ∇2
h is the horizontal Laplacian, J is the Jacobian determinant, φ is83

the geopotential, and ζ is the relative vorticity. Only horizontal frictionless84

flow, ∇h ·vh = 0, and f = f0 + βy have been assumed here. Straightforward85

manipulation using ∇h · vh = 0 yields the identity86

1

2

(
ζ2 − σ2

)
= 2J(u, v), (5)

where σ2 = (∂xu − ∂yv)2 + (∂xv + ∂yu)2, and consists of stretching and87

shearing deformation. For brevity, we call it simply deformation in this note.88

See Weiss [16] for an explanation of the importance of these ideas in a non-89

rotating system. By putting equations (4) and (5) together the following90

equation for the enstrophy holds91

1

2
ζ2 = ∇2

hφ− fζ + βu+
1

2
σ2. (6)

We note that if there is significant cancellation between ∇2
hφ and fζ (as92

in geostrophy) then (6) reduces to93

1

2
ζ2 = βu+

1

2
σ2.
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In this situation the deformation can then be written in terms of its dimen-94

sions as95

σ2 ∼ U2 − 2βUL2

L2
,

where again U,L are characteristic velocity and length scales. When U > 0,96

there is a small decrease in deformation. On the other hand, if U < 0, or97

where there is a weakening of the westerlies (see Dong and Colucci [3]) as in98

blocking, there is a small increase in deformation.99

3.2. Particular solution100

To emphasize the importance of deformation in blocking events a partic-101

ular solution of the deformation field in an idealized situation is found and102

shown to be related to the geopotential. To that end we assume an inviscid103

barotropic flow. By multiplying the barotropic vorticity equation by ζ,104

1

2

dζ2

dt
= −βvζ,

where v is the meridional component of the wind. Using this, d
dt

(6) results105

in106

0 =
d∇2

hφ

dt
+ fvβ + β

du

dt
+

1

2

dσ2

dt
,

or107

C = ∇2
hφ+ f0βy + βu+

1

2
σ2,

where fβy ≈ f0βy has been used. C is a constant which, if 0 initially is always108

0. For simplicity C is assumed equal to zero; geostrophy is also assumed.109

Further, the term f0βy may be ignored if the scale is small enough (∼ 104m).110

That is, a portion of the block can be considered such as part of the western111

edge in the Northern Hemisphere where there is the characteristic split flow112

in blocking events. Then, the following equation is obtained:113

0 = ∇2
hφ−

β

f0
∂yφ+

1

2
σ2(φ). (7)

By Taylor expanding the composite function σ2(φ) in φ, retaining only the114

linear part σ2(φ) ≈ A0+Aφ, where A0, A are constants, and assuming A0 = 0115

for simplicity, (7) becomes116

∇2
hφ−

β

f0
∂yφ+

A

2
φ = 0.
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If A0 is not assumed equal to 0, this equation can still be solved, but not117

necessarily in closed form. This equation has particular solution (see Figure118

1 for contours)119

φ(x, y, t) = 2e
βy
2f0 cosh

y
2

√(
β

f0

)2

− 2A+ 4k2

 cos(kx). (8)

Hence to first order, the deformation (or φ) is determined by (8).120

Again, consider121

∇2
hφ+ f0βy −

β

f0
∂yφ+

A

2
φ = 0,

where the term f0βy is retained. Assuming a simple wave solution of the
form φ = cos (kx+ ly + ωt) and substituting φ into the equation above,

−
(
k2 + l2

)
φ+

βk

ω
φ+

βl

f0
sin (kx+ ly + ωt) +

A

2
φ = 0.

Since blocking is a midlattitude phenomenon, φ ≈ sin (kx+ ly + ωt) so that
we have

−
(
k2 + l2

)
+
βk

ω
+
βl

f0
+
A

2
= 0.

By simplifying the previous equation the following dispersion relation is ob-
tained:

ω =
2f0βk

2f0(k2 + l2)− 2βl − Af0
,

(see Figure 2).122

3.3. General Case123

More generally, the full divergence equation can be considered,124

dD

dt
+D2 +∇hω · ∂pvh − k · (∇h × (fvh)) = −∇2φ+ 2J(u, v), (9)

where D = ∂xu + ∂yv. Straightforward calculations (assuming f = f0 + βy125

and ∇ · vh = −∂pω) similar to those leading to (6) yield126

1

2

(
ζ2 − σ2

)
=

dD

dt
+∇2φ− fζ + uβ +

1

2
(∂pω)2 +∇hω · ∂pvh. (10)
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When the continuity equation is given by∇·vh = −∂pω, (i.e. the motions are127

not purely horizontal as before) the equation for enstrophy takes into account128

more physical quantities. In particular, the important effects of divergence129

and vertical motions are shown to play a role in the instability at block onset130

and decay and the maintenance of the enstrophy budget. We note that this131

case reduces to (6) when ∇ · vh = 0.132

3.4. IRE from Equation (6)133

To illustrate the accuracy and correctness of equation (6), the NCEP/NCAR134

gridded reanalysis data set (Kalnay et al. [8]) is used to calculate the IRE135

from (6). The magnitudes of the terms in (6) were calculated to illustrate the136

important quantities that lead to instability as described by (1) and (2), (see137

Figure 4). The 0000 UTC NCEP/NCAR reanalyses of gridded (2.5-degree)138

500 hPa u, v components of the wind and 500 hPa geopotential heights were139

used in the calculations of the terms in (6). The blocking definition given in140

Lupo and Smith [10] (see Appendix) was used to determine the times of block141

onset and decay for the event from 25 March to 2 April 2012, (see Figure 3).142

The block was centered at 0 E at onset and had a blocking intensity (BI) of143

5.06 making it a strong event, where the blocking intensity, as introduced in144

Wiedenmann et al. [17], describes the strength of the blocking event. For the145

blocking event described above, the right-hand side of equation (6) was inte-146

grated over the Northern Hemisphere to calculate the IRE and was compared147

to the IRE calculated by means of the integral of enstrophy alone in order148

to illustrate the contribution of the terms to the enstrophy budget. The cal-149

culations were done from May 23 to April 4 2012, to show the development150

a few days before and after the blocking event. The IRE as calculated from151

(6) is in reasonable agreement with the IRE calculated alone, (see Figure152

4), where the highest relative error is ∼ 10% around May 30th (see Figure153

4), while the other relative errors are much smaller. It can be seen that the154

the IRE increases sharply at block onset and reaches a relative maximum at155

decay. The time series of the magnitudes of the terms in (6) for the blocking156

event are shown in Figure 4. In this case, the deformation has the largest157

magnitude throughout the event, and the relative vorticity increases in mag-158

nitude after block onset, which is consistent with the dynamics of blocking,159

(see Lupo and Smith [10]).160

3.5. Enstrophy Advection161

Now, taking ∂
∂t

(6) results in162
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−vh · ∇hζ
2 = 2βvζ + 2fvag · ∇ζag + 2fvagβ + 2β∂tu+ ∂tσ

2, (11)

where a frictionless, non-divergent barotropic flow on a beta-plane has been163

assumed.164

In Jensen and Lupo [6], an f -plane was assumed in order to obtain the165

DIRE diagnostic. If f ≈ f0, then166

−vh · ∇hζ
2 = 2f0vag · ∇ζag + ∂tσ

2. (12)

Hence, the enstrophy advection is distributed between the time evolution of167

the deformation and the advection of ageostrophic vorticity by the ageostrophic168

wind. When 2f0vag · ∇ζag � −vh · ∇hζ
2, ∂tσ

2, then169

∂tσ
2 = −∇h ·

(
vhζ

2
)
.

By the divergence theorem

∂

∂t

∫
σ2dA =

∮
C

ζ2vh · nds,

where C is a fluid boundary.170

On the other hand, if the ageostrophic terms cannot be ignored, then as171

mentioned in section 2, when the IRE achieves a local maximum value (local172

maximum instability is implied) it follows that,173

∂tσ
2 + 2f0vag · ∇ζag = 0. (13)

Under these assumptions the local time rate of change of deformation can be174

described as advection by the ageostrophic wind of the ageostrophic vorticity.175

Now, we suppose that there exists a streamfunction176

ψag(x, y, t) = cos(ly) sin(kx− ωt) (14)

describing the ageostrophic motions. Then it follows by substituting (14)177

into (13) that ∂tσ
2 = 0, that is, σ2 is steady state, or locally constant. Other178

streamfunctions describing the ageostrophic motions can be found of the form179

ψag(x, y, t) = A(y) sin(kx− ωt)

and yielding the same result such as one with A(y) = By + C, where B,C180

are constants. We note that an analysis could be performed similar to that181

in section 3.4. However, blocking events evolve on a time scale of days and182

hence the time derivatives in (12) are crude estimates. We therefore omit183

such an analysis in this paper184
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4. Discussion and Conclusions185

It has been shown that enstrophy and enstrophy advection can be written186

in terms involving the geopotential, relative vorticity, zonal wind, and defor-187

mation, assuming only horizontal frictionless flow on a beta-plane. These188

quantities have been shown to be important in blocking, (see e.g. Dong189

and Colucci [3], Lupo and Smith [10]). Assuming frictionless, barotropic190

flow on a beta-plane, the enstrophy advection was shown to be equal to191

the time evolution of the deformation and the ageostrophic advection of192

ageostrophic vorticity. In particular, we have shown that based on previous193

results Dymnikov et al. [2], Jensen and Lupo [6, 7], Lupo et al. [11] the terms194

in both equations derived here may contribute to the instability associated195

with blocking onset and decay and provide insight into the ways in which196

the diagnostic quantities introduced in these studies may be used to identify197

blocking regime transition. An example of a calculation of the terms in the198

enstrophy equation compared to enstrophy alone was provided. There was199

reasonable agreement between the two, as expected from the theory. The200

small differences in values may be a result of the course data set, round-off201

error, the non-linearities in the equation, neglected friction, etc. The defor-202

mation term has the largest magnitude for each calculation time. This may203

imply that it contributes most to the instability implied by the diagnostics.204

The relative vorticity mostly increases from onset until decay. We note that205

we have neglected friction because of the turbulent nature of block onset and206

decay, and also because frictional effects tend to be small at 500 hPa in the207

atmosphere. We also note that, although the results have been framed in208

terms of atmospheric blocking, the results can be generalized to and may209

be of interest in other atmospheric situations. Appropriate terms could be210

introduced in (6) and (12) to account for friction.211

The terms in (6) were calculated from reanalysis data for a strong blocking212

event and their magnitudes compared to determine their relative importance213

in the enstrophy budget. It is not practical to calculate the IRE from (6) or214

the DIRE from (12). Rather the importance of the equations is to illustrate215

the quantities that contribute to instability as indicated by (1) and (2). It216

is important to point again out that the diagnostics explored in this paper217

do not unambiguously define block onset and decay. However, for all events218

studied in Athar and Lupo [1], Jensen and Lupo [6, 7], Lupo et al. [11, 12]219

and based on the idea that the flow is unstable at onset and decay (see220

Haines and Holland [4], Hansen and Sutera [5]), the diagnostics seem to give221
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a necessary condition of a maximum in IRE at block onset (decay) and DIRE222

changing from positive to negative at onset (decay). The local IRE maximum223

appears to be heavily influenced by deformation, increasing relative vorticity224

compared to the other terms in equation (6). The DIRE change may come225

about by way of ageostrophic advections of the ageostrophic vorticity.226
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Appendix A.230

Briefly, the blocking criterion used here includes (i) satisfying the Rex231

(see Rex [14, 15]) criteria for a minimum of five days; (ii) a negative or small232

positive zonal index (less than 50 units as suggested by Lupo and Smith233

[10]), must be identified on a time-longitude or Hovmöller diagram; (iii)234

conditions (i) and (ii) satisfied for 24 h after (before) onset (termination);235

(iv) the blocking event should be poleward of 35 N during its lifetime, and236

the ridge should have an amplitude of greater than 5 degrees latitude; and237

(v) blocking onset is determined to occur when condition (iv) and either238

conditions (i) or (ii) are satisfied, while (vi)termination is designated at the239

time the event fails condition (v) for a 24 h period or longer. This procedure240

is used to detect the blocking events at 500 hPa and defines the blocking241

duration using these start and end dates.242
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